Spree Marketing

Spree Marketing is a team of dedicated
professionals who convert great ideas into
brilliant successes. With a focus on brands,
strategy and business objectives, we reap
maximum benefits in the virtual world. Founded
by enthusiastic IT professionals in 2014, Spree
Marketing conquered new heights by enhancing
skills and abilities.
Spree Marketing caters to Digital Marketing
needs of small and big clients, startups and large
enterprises, all under one roof. With an excellent
grip over the subject and the ability to strengthen
bonds with clients, we are one of the most-sought
digital marketing companies today.
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Spree Marketing

The phenomenal increase in web users has made
it incredibly important to create an impressive
Online brand image. People don’t stay at your
website if they find it dull and boring. Our
creativity engages the user to build excitement
and trust.
Our strategy is simple: Understand your
objectives and customize solutions. Our hunger
for achievement ensures your business graph
reaches new heights.
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Imaginative
and
Experimental

Spree Marketing

Website Design
Great design that talks about you in an interactive and
engaging manner. We strive to showcase you brilliantly
functionality wise and form wise.
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Search Engine Optimization
Websites need traffic to fulfill objectives. Assign the task
of managing SEO to us and realize the difference. We
ensure your website has answers searchers deserve,
bringing you the most credible organic traffic.

Spree Marketing

Mobile and App Marketing
Great design that talks about you in an interactive and
engaging manner. We strive to showcase you brilliantly
functionality wise and form wise.
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Creative Content Writing
In spite of the dynamically changing environment of the
Digital Marketing world, content is still the undisputed
leader. Meaningful and engaging content is instrumental
in attracting customers.
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Social Media Marketing
An engaging presence on social media gets you excellent
visibility. It is a great way of interacting with people and
promoting your brand image. To make your social media
profile interesting, we develop graphic design that
generates engagement.
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SMS Marketing
Powerful text marketing can make your conversion rates
soar! SMS has the highest open rates. 98% of messages
sent are opened which makes SMS one of the most
lucrative marketing techniques for any business.
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Advertising Platforms
Digital Advertising is a Multifaceted niche today that
ensures a widespread reach of your offerings. You can
touch a Specific target audience at the right place and
the right time. We bring the key benefit of digital
advertising by using perfect market segmentation,
contextual and demographic targeting.
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Email Marketing
Email remains one of the most powerful tools to
communicate with your clients and prospective buyers.
Our email marketing
strategies include designing capture pages and
attractive landings. Following-up with newsletters to
organized lists generates
more conversions.
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Digital Strategy
Investments made on marketing activities need to be
aligned to organizational goals. An effective digital
strategy means you experience a phenomenal and
unprecedented change in the way customers do
business with you. We derive an efficient and
to-the-point blueprint that stands you distinctly apart in
the competitive scenario.
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Online Reputation Management
As a customer, you may be a celebrity, brand or a high
profile businessman. Neutralizing negativity, we track
web results and manage social media to amplify positive
conversations about your brand.
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Software Development

Branding & Design

Spree Marketing has high end
mobility
solutions development capabilities. We offer
cross-platform, feature oriented, corporate
and customer friendlyweb applications.

Whether we design logos or brochures,
Infographics or advertisements; our aim is to
highlight the core values of your company.
Branding and Design is the expression of the
intent and vision of your company. We ensure
designs articulate the brand effectively.
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Spree Marketing

We proudly render services to a whole spectrum
of clients who believe in our quality and reliability.
Our esteemed customers are from core IT
Services, E-commerce, Life Sciences &
Healthcare, Banking & Financial, Media World,
Real Estate, Retail and Travel & Hospitality.

Industries
we serve
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Our mix of strong domain knowledge and
practicality delivers measurable results. We bring
a holistic, comprehensive Internet Marketing
package rather than discrete, standalone
attempts.

Pune, India.

Web Address

Mail us
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www.spree.marketing

info@spree.marketing

+91 800 796 5897
+91 797 261 9401
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